ENTERPRISE PASSWORD MANAGEMENT MADE SIMPLE

PassMan can store passwords encrypted, hand them out based on permissions and change them
automatically if needed! All actions are traceable which helps you comply with the GDPR requirements!

WHAT IS GDPR?

WHAT IF YOU DON’T COMPLY?

GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) is the new data

Since this regulation is mandatory for all companies that handle

protection regulation of the European Union that will provide more

personal data of EU citizens, it is also a must for you to comply. If

control to users over their personal data. It will come into force on

you don’t, you can be fined up to 20,000,000 EUR or up to 4% of the

25. May, 2018 and will bring lots of changes into the way compa-

annual worldwide turnover of the preceding financial year,

nies handle personal data and manage passwords.

whichever is greater.

How does Passman help you comply?
ENHANCED
PASSWORD ENCRYPTION

AUTOMATIC
PASSWORD GENERATION

SECURE
LOGGING IN

Instead of storing passwords on papers and

Besides storing passwords safely, PassMan

PassMan integrated with Balabit PSM can

in old-fashioned physical safes, we introduce

is capable of generating new and strong

let our sysadmins work without knowing

the new digital password safe! In this safe

passwords automatically, so we don’t have

the passwords for the systems they are

we can store our passwords, private and

to figure out new ones and we can be sure

responsible for! It is also possible to record

public keys encrypted (AES256).

that they comply with the company’s policy!

a video of their activity.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
FAST
CONFIGURATION

MONITORED
USER ACTIONS

HIGH
AVAILABILITY

It only takes 10 minutes to set-up and start

With the help of PassMan you will know

The architecture of PassMan is set up to be

PassMan. The list of passwords can be

when and which user requests a new pass-

available most of the times. It contains a

imported within minutes, the final confi-

word or changes an old one on a particular

3-membered cluster group which can still

guration can be done within a few hours!

system. This traceable approach helps the

operate if a double error occurs.

auditors and reduces the length of the audits.

SECURE DATA
TRANSFER

AUTOMATIC
ACCOUNT CONTROL

EMAIL ALERTS,
NOTIFICATIONS

PassMan uses SSL protocol to ensure

PassMan can send you alerts and notifi-

PassMan can check the statuses and the

secure data transfer between server and

cations, so you can prevent any potential

availability of the handled accounts auto-

client.

damage.

matically.

ENHANCED
PERMISSION
CONTROL

NO NEED FOR
INSTALLATION

MICROSOFT AD
INTEGRATION

PassMan has an enhanced permission

There is no need for installation in case of

User authentication can be done with Active

control system (with AD integration) built

PassMan since the virtual machine has

Directory which reduces user administra-

in it, so you can make sure that users can

every needed component pre-installed

tion costs. In case of network error or AD

only see what they have to.

(operational system, database handler, etc.).

outage, local admin access is available.
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